ECO-FRIENDLY PROTECTING AND
CLEANING SOLUTIONS
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INDOOR FURNITURE
Softcare products include everything you need to keep
indoor furniture and interiors well maintained and good
looking. When protecting the furniture, you double the
lifetime of your sofas, chairs and carpets.

R

CLOTHING CARE
Softcare sets new standards for the textile cleaning and
care. Our wide product portfolio offers solution to the very
specific needs and make your life easier when taking care
of clothes, shoes, bags and other accessories.

LEATHER CARE
Leather is one of the best natural materials and demands
special attention. Softcare offers you modern solutions to
protect, clean and take care of your leather item.

PET CARE
Softcare line includes a number of constantly developing
eco-friendly and efficient products for animal care. Fur
shampoos, sprays, conditioners, odour removers are
suitable for everyone who loves its pets.

Softcare products are environmentally-friendly yet efficient products using
the latest technologies. The new Softcare technology is based on a unique
invention that dissolves paints and difficult dirt without using solvents. All
products are biodegradable. Workers safety and environment is our common
concern!

HOUSEHOLD CLEANING
Softcare offers excellent cleaners for various indoor areas
such as hard surfaces, grills, fireplaces, bathroom, and
crystal. All products are of the same high Softcare quality.

PROFESSIONAL
Softcare offers a wide range of products for professionals
users. The protecting and cleaning solutions are available
in both concentrate and ready-to-use.

RENOVATION
Softcare is bringing new wave into renovation by
replacing regular solvents with a water based line of
products which include paint, graffiti, urethane, glue
removing solutions.

OUTDOOR FURNITURE
Based on the unique technology Softcare products help
one to keep fresh look of stone, plastic and wood surfaces
in the garden as well outdoor furniture.
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You can rely on Softcare products! Visit our website for more information:
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LEATHER CARE

LEATHER PROTECTOR 300 / 500 ML
SHOE PROTECTOR 100 ML
Softcare Leather Protector is an effective and easy-to-use product. Softcare Leather
Protector prevents dirt and moisture from soaking into the leather. Use only for
genuine leather types. NOTE: not suitable for Bycast leather, pull-up leather and
Bonded-leather since they are plastic coated.
Volume: 300 ML		
EAN 6416977716198

Volume: 500 ML		
EAN 6416977712220		

Volume: 100 ML
EAN 6416977712503

SOLID LEATHER CLEANER 120 ML
Easy-to-use, natural and nurturing cleaner for all leather type. Softcare Leather
Cleaner does not dry the leather but maintains its natural elasticity. The cleaner
removes effectively even difficult stains, also suitable for plastic, wood and faux
leather.
Volume: 120 ML
EAN 6416977712480

LEATHER BALSAM 60 / 120 ML
Easy-to-use and natural balsam. Softcare Leather Balsam is a balanced, natural
beeswax-based product which maintains the leather soft and prevents it from
cracking. Suitable for full leather furniture, shoes, bags and car seats.
Volume: 120 ML 		
EAN 6416977715634

Volume: 120 ML
EAN 6416977712473

WATER BASED LEATHER PROTECTOR 300 ML
Softcare Leather Protector Balsam protects leather surfaces from dirt and moisture.
Suitable for all leather qualities. The product is water based and environmentally
friendly.
Volume: 300 ML
EAN 6416977715726

SHOE WAX 60 ML
Softcare Shoe wax is the best solution to keep your leather shoes shiny and good
to use. The wax is used when needed with a really thin layer on any leather shoes.
Gives beautiful shine without polishing and protects also against water. Totally
environmental product.
Volume: 60 ML		
Type: Brown		
EAN 6416977716136

Volume: 60 ML		
Type: Clear			
EAN 6416977716143		

Volume: 60 ML
Type: Black
EAN 6416977716129

LEATHER CARE

LEATHER CLEANER 300 / 500 ML
Effective liquid cleaner for leather and faux leather. Removes gently and effectively
dirt, grease and other stains without damaging surface materials. Easy to use and
environmentally safe.
Volume: 300 ML		
EAN 6416977716181

Volume: 500 ML
EAN 6416977712510

LEATHER CARE KIT
The Leather Care Kit contains Softcare Leather Protector 500 ml, Leather Cleaner 120
ml and Leather Balsam 120 ml. The package contains a terry towel, care instructions
for leather and product instructions.
Volume: 500 ML + 120 ML + 120 ML
EAN 6416977712923

WATER-BASED LEATHER CARE KIT
Everything you need for taking care of leather upholstered furniture. The Softcare
Leather Care Kit contains a 300 ml Water based Leather Protector, 300 ml bottle of
liquid Leather Cleaner and 60 ml Leather Balsam. The package contains a terry towel,
care instructions for leather and product instructions. Particularly suitable for white
leather!
Volume: 200 ML + 300 ML + 60 ML
EAN 6416977715696

LEATHER CARE KIT SMALL
The small leather care kit contains a Leather Cleaner 120 ml and Leather Balsam
120 ml for leather-upholstered furniture. The package contains a terry towel, care
instructions for leather and product instructions.
Volume: 120 ML + 120 ML
EAN 6416977712275

Oy Soft Protector Ltd. PL 100, 02761 Espoo, Finland
Tel: +358 9 887 0430 www.softcare.eu

RENOVATION

POWER WASH 500 ML
Softcare Power Wash is a special cleaner designed to dissolve fat and dirt from hard surfaces in the
house. The product has been designed using the new Softcare technology, and it is efficient and
environmentally friendly to use.
Volume: 500 ML		
EAN 6416977715016
BATHROOM CLEANER 500 ML
Softcare Bathroom cleaner is a cleaner specially designed for cleaning tiles, plastic, glass and other hard
surfaces in the bathroom. Dissolves also good lime and cosmetics. The product has been designed using
the new Softcare technology, and it is safe, efficient and environmentally friendly.
Volume: 500 ML		
EAN 6416977715085
FIREPLACE GLASS AND SOOT CLEANER 500 ML
Softcare soot cleaner for cleaning fireplace glass doors and other soot-stained surfaces. The product has
been designed using the new Softcare technology, and it is efficient and environmentally friendly to
use.
Volume: 500 ML		
EAN 6416977715023
BBQ CLEANER 500 ML
Softcare BBQ Cleaner is a new cleaner which efficiently cleans burned greasy surfaces from BBQ and
grills. The product has been designed using the new Softcare technology, and it is safe, efficient and
environmentally friendly.
Volume: 500 ML 		
EAN 6416977715160

GLUE REMOVER 300 ML
Softcare Glue remover is a new, efficient remover for glue stains. The product has been designed using
the new Softcare technology, and it is efficient and environmentally friendly.
Volume: 300 ML 		
EAN 6416977715412

URETHANE REMOVER 500 ML
Softcare Urethane Remover is a new, efficient remover for urethane stains. The product has been
designed using the new Softcare technology, and it is safe, efficient and environmentally The cleaner is
water-based.
Volume: 500 ML		
EAN 6416977715078
LATEX PAINT REMOVER 500 ML
Softcare Latex paint remover is a new, solvent-free remover for latex paints. The product has been
designed using the new Softcare technology, and it is water based, efficient and environmentally
friendly.
Volume: 500 ML 		
EAN 6416977715061
FLAME PROTECTOR 500 ML
Softcare Flame Protector does not prevent burning, but provides valuable extra time for escaping a
fire and minimising the damage. The Flame Protector is suitable for treating all porous, flammable
materials. Spray on the surface until it becomes moist and let dry. Immediately ready to use. Suitable
for indoor and outdoor use.
Volume: 500 ML		
EAN 6416977715733

RENOVATION

LATEX PAINT BRUSH CLEANER 500 ML
Softcare Latex Paint Brush Cleaner makes it easy for you to clean brushes with dried latex paint. The
product has been designed using the new Softcare technology, and it is water based, efficient and
environmentally friendly.
Volume: 500 ML 		
EAN 6416977715276
MOULD, MOSS AND ROOF CLEANER 500 ML / 2 L
Softcare Mould and moss cleaner is a cleaner designed to clean mouldy and mossy surfaces. Use the
cleaner on garden, fence, roof and stone constructions. Also suitable for indoor use. Environmentally
safe.
Volume: 500 ML		
Volume: 2 L
EAN 6416977715290		
EAN 6416977715306
GRAFFITI REMOVER 500 ML / 2 L
Softcare Graffiti remover is a new, solvent-free remover for graffiti. The product has been designed using
the new Softcare technology, and it is efficient and environmentally friendly.
Volume: 500 ML		
Volume: 2 L
EAN 6416977715405		
EAN 6416977715030
STONE PROTECTOR 500 ML
Softcare Stone Protector is suitable for all natural stone, tiles, concrete and grout between the tiles
in bathrooms and kitchens. Keeps stone floors and surfaces easy to maintain. Does not change the
surface’s appearance, environmentally safe.
Volume: 500 ML		

EAN 6416977712008

STONE CLEANER 500 ML
Softcare Stone Cleaner is designed for cleaning dirt and other difficult greasy stains from stone and tile
surfaces. Removes tough stains effectively. Suitable for all stone surfaces. Biodegradable.
Volume: 500 ML 		
EAN 6416977712015
DETERGENT FOR WORK CLOTHES 1 / 2 L
The Detergent for Work Clothes is designed for washing work clothes and other smell absorbing clothes
and textiles. The detergent efficiently removes tough stains and unpleasant odours. The detergent is
environmentally friendly and suitable for sensitive skin.
Volume: 1 L 		
Volume: 2 L
EAN 6416977715788		
EAN 6416977715092
OVEN CLEANER 500 ML
Softcare Oven Cleaner is a new cleaner which efficiently cleans burnt fat and other dirt from ovens. The
product has been designed using the new Softcare technology, and it is efficient and environmentally
friendly.
Volume: 500 ML 		
EAN 6416977715177

Oy Soft Protector Ltd. PL 100, 02761 Espoo, Finland
Tel: +358 9 887 0430 www.softcare.eu

OUTDOOR
FURNITURE

OUTDOOR TEXTILE PROTECTOR 500 ML
Effective and easy-to-use protector for textile surfaces on outdoor furniture, sun
shades, and interior of cars and caravans. Prevents pollen from sticking to fibres and
makes the fabric easy to clean. Biodegradable.
Volume: 500 ML
EAN 6416977712329

TEXTILE CLEANER 500 ML
The effective Softcare Textile Cleaner works on all kinds of dirt and stains on outdoor
furniture and parables. Easy to use and environmentally safe.
Volume: 500 ML
EAN 6416977712718

WOOD OIL SPRAY 500 ML
Softcare Wood Oil protects outdoor tables, chairs, benches and other wooden
surfaces. It gives good protection against moisture and dirt. The wood oil prevents the
wood from cracking and drying keeping it good looking longer.
Volume: 500 ML 		
EAN 6416977712343

AINTWOOD PROTECTOR 300 ML
Softcare Aintwood Protector protects plastic surfaces on outdoor furniture against
greasy and warm food stains. Your furniture will stay beautiful and easy to clean for a
long time.
Volume: 300 ML
EAN 6416977713098

OUTDOOR
FURNITURE

WOOD AND PLASTIC CLEANER 500 ML
Wood and plastic cleaner is an effective cleaner to remove pollen, city dust and other
dirt from wood, plastic and poly rattan. Environmentally-friendly.
Volume: 500 ML
EAN 6416977712367

WASH & WAX FOR POLY RATTAN 500 ML
Softcare Wash & Wax Cleaner is an effective cleaner for poly rattan and plastic garden
furniture. The products keep surfaces clean and shiny longer. The waxed surface repels
water and dirt carried by rain.
Volume: 500 ML
EAN 6416977713586

MOULD, MOSS AND ROOF CLEANER 500 ML / 2 L
Efficient cleaner for mouldy and mossy surfaces.
Softcare Mould and moss cleaner is a cleaner designed to clean mouldy and mossy
surfaces. Use the cleaner on garden, fence, roof and stone constructions. Also suitable
for indoor use.
Volume: 500 ML		
EAN 6416977715290

Volume: 2 L
EAN 6416977715306

Oy Soft Protector Ltd. PL 100, 02761 Espoo, Finland
Tel: +358 9 887 0430 www.softcare.eu

INDOOR
FURNITURE

FURNITURE PROTECTOR 500 ML
Effective and easy-to-use protector for textile furniture and interior of cars and boats.
Softcare Textile Protector forms a highly effective molecular shield around fibres to guard
against virtually all kinds of liquids, stains and soiling. Does not change the touch, colour or
flammability of the fabric. Safe to use and biodegradable.
Volume: 500 ML 		
EAN 6416977712855
WATER BASED TEXTILE PROTECTOR 500 ML
Effective and easy-to-use protector for textile surfaces. Suitable for all textile fibres. Does
not change the colour, touch or flammability of the fabric. The product is safe to use and
environment-friendly. One bottle is enough for a sofa.
Volume: 500 ML		
EAN 6416977712848
TEXTILE CLEANER 500 ML
Effective cleaner for furniture and carpet textiles. The gentle Softcare Textile Cleaner
works on all kinds of dirt and stains on all textile fibres. It is made of environmentally safe
components. Easy to rinse away.
Volume: 500 ML		
EAN 6416977712718
TEXTILE CARE KIT
Everything you need for the care of your upholstered textile furniture.
The package includes a 500 ml bottle of Softcare Furniture Protector and a 500 ml bottle of
efficient Softcare Textile Cleaner. The kit also contains a terry towel and instructions.
Volume: 500 ML + 500 ML
EAN 6416977712916

WATER-BASED TEXTILE CARE KIT
The package includes a 500 ml bottle of Softcare Water based Textile Protector and a 500 ml
bottle of efficient Softcare Textile Cleaner. The kit also contains a terry towel and instructions.
Volume: 500 ML + 500 ML
EAN 6416977712268

ANTISTATIC 300 ML
Easy to use and effective; long-lasting protection against static electricity on textiles and
other surfaces. The effect lasts for several weeks, even months. Static electricity causes dust
to collect and unpleasant electric shocks.
Volume: 300 ML		
EAN 6416977712527
ODOUR CONTROL 300 ML
Effective odour control eliminates the source of the smell by breaking it down chemically.
Effective against all unpleasant organic smells. Suitable for furniture, carpets, clothing,
accessories and air.
Volume: 300 ML 		
EAN 6416977712305

INDOOR
FURNITURE

CARPET PROTECTOR 300 / 500 ML
An effective impregnation for carpets and interior textiles. Suitable for all kinds of carpets
and rugs from silk to wool and cotton. Protector prevents dirt from penetrating into the
fibres. Easy to use and biodegradable.
Volume: 300 ML 		
Volume: 500 ML
EAN 6416977713081
EAN 6416977712879
CARPET CARE KIT
The kit contains a 500 ml bottle of Softcare Carpet Protector, a 500 ml bottle of efficient
Softcare Textile Cleaner and a terry towel and instructions.
Volume: 500 ML + 500 ML
EAN 6416977712862

CLEANING SPONGE
The PWA sponge is an efficient tool for cleaning and removing hair and dust from furniture
and other various surfaces. Leaves no lint or streaks and cleans without detergents like
micro-fibre towels. Washable.
EAN 6416977713593

STAIN REMOVER PRO 300 ML
Effective, environmentally friendly stain remover for various dirt for all kinds of textiles.
Contains no bleaching compounds. Easy to use and biodegradable.
Volume: 300 ML		

EAN 6416977713166

STAIN REMOVER 100 ML
Effective stain remover for various stains for all kinds of textile materials. Contains no
bleaching compounds. Easy to use and biodegradable.
Volume: 100 ML 		
EAN 6416977712930

WINE STAIN REMOVER 100 ML
Effective wine stain remover for textile and other surfaces. Contains no bleaching
compounds. Easy to use and biodegradable.
Volume: 100 ML 		
EAN 6416977713722

Oy Soft Protector Ltd. PL 100, 02761 Espoo, Finland
Tel: +358 9 887 0430 www.softcare.eu

CLOTHING CARE

TEXTILE PROTECTOR 300 / 500 ML
Special protection for clothing and accessories that provides effective protection against both dirt and water. Suitable
for all types of textiles, even for finest silk and wool. Safe and easy to use even in children’s clothing. Excellent for
retreatment of all breathable tex materials. Does not affect appearance, colours of the textiles.
Volume: 300 ML		
Volume: 500 ML
EAN 6416977712312		
EAN 6416977712404

WATER BASED TEXTILE PROTECTOR 300 ML
Effective protection against dirt and moisture for all types of garments. Does not change the colours, air permeability
or other properties of the fabric. The product is safe to use and environment friendly. Lasts a couple of wash cycles. The
product must be heat activated with ironing or dryer after the treatment or washing.
Volume: 300 ML 		
EAN 6416977712282

HOME TEXTILE PROTECTOR 500 ML
Easy to use and effective protective solution that keeps apparels, outdoor clothing and equipment from getting wet
and dirt. It is suitable for all textile items. It does not affect the textile colour, touch, breathability or flammability. Also
suitable for the impregnation of the tex materials. The protection lasts for several wash cycles.
Volume: 500 ML 		
EAN 6416977715627

HOME TEXTILE CLEANER 500 ML
Effective cleaner for textiles.
The gentle Softcare Textile Cleaner works on all kinds of dirt and stains, e.g. food, drinks and candies. It is made of
environmentally safe components. Suitable for all textiles like cars, caravans, carpets etc. Check always first the colour
fastness of the textiles and follow the instructions of the care label.
Volume: 500 ML 		
EAN 6416977715702

STAIN REMOVER PRO 300 ML
Effective and environmentally-friendly remover for various stains.
Softcare Stain Remover Pro removes effectively all kinds of stains, old and new. Suitable for all textile materials.
Removes oil, grease, fresh blood, coffee, chocolate, wine, ice cream and other stains. Contains no bleaching
compounds.
Volume: 300 ML 		
EAN 6416977713166

WINE STAIN REMOVER 100 ML
Effective cleaner for textile surfaces.
An effective special cleaner for wine stains, for example red wine stains. Suitable for all textile materials. Contains no bleach.
Volume: 100 ML 		
EAN 6416977713722

ANTISTATIC 300 ML
Softcare Antistatic effectively removes static electricity from various textile, plastic surfaces and other materials. The
effect lasts for several weeks, even months. Static electricity causes dust to collect and unpleasant electric shock. By
treating your items with Softcare Antistatic, you keep them free from static electricity for long time and even for some
washes.
Volume: 300 ML		
EAN 6416977712527

CLOTHING CARE

ODOUR CONTROL 300 ML
A new generation product which not only covers the smell, but breaks down chemically the reason that causes the
smell. Effective against all unpleasant organic smells. Suitable for clothing, shoes, sport equipment and bags and air.
Can be used everywhere since it is fully safe to use.
Volume: 300 ML 		
EAN 6416977712305

SPORT WASH 300 ML / 1 L
Softcare Sport Wash is a concentrated special detergent designed for sportswear and clothing that absorbs smells. It
removes tough stains and unpleasant odours. The detergent is environmentally friendly and suitable also for sensitive
skin. Suits well also to elastane containing fabrics.
Volume: 300 ML		
Volume: 1 L
EAN 6416977715399		
EAN 6416977715337

SILK, WOOL AND DOWN WASH 300 ML
Special detergent for silk, wool and down which cleans and takes care of special fibres as well as keeps them soft
and shiny. It preserves the good qualities of these special fibres and it does not make them dry. The product is
environmentally friendly, contains no bleaching compounds and is easy to rinse.
Volume: 300 ML		
EAN 6416977715375

TEX WASH 300 ML
Tex Wash is a special detergent for tex garments such as waterproof and breathable outdoor wear. Gently washes
multi-layer membranes without changing their performance or breathability. Biodegradable. Does not damage
elastic fibres. The water repellency can be improved with Softcare Textile Protector.
Volume: 300 ML		
EAN 6416977716167

LINGERIE WASH 300 ML
A gentle yet effective special detergent for cool grey underwear. Suitable for e.g. nylon, polyamide and elastane.
Prevents cool grey from getting grey. Gentle on skin and biodegradable. Do not use softeners together with Lingerie
wash.
Volume: 300 ML		
EAN 6416977716174

T Designed for washing work clothes and other smell absorbing clothes and textiles. It efficiently removes tough
stains and unpleasant odours. It is environmentally friendly and suitable also for sensitive skin. The detergent is
concentrated and will lasts up to 100 wash cycles in a normal sized washing machine. Unscented.
Volume: 2 L		
EAN 6416977715092

Oy Soft Protector Ltd. PL 100, 02761 Espoo, Finland
Tel: +358 9 887 0430 www.softcare.eu

HOUSEHOLD
CLEANING

POWER WASH 500 ML
Softcare Power Wash is a special cleaner designed to dissolve fat and dirt from
hard surfaces in the house. The product has been designed using the new Softcare
technology, and it is efficient and environmentally friendly.
Volume: 500 ML
EAN 6416977715016

BATHROOM CLEANER 500 ML
Softcare Bathroom cleaner is a cleaner specially designed for cleaning tiles, plastic,
glass and other hard surfaces in the bathroom. Dissolves also good lime and
cosmetics. The product has been designed using the new Softcare technology, and it
is safe, efficient and environmentally friendly.
Volume: 500 ML
EAN 6416977715085

OVEN CLEANER 500 ML
Softcare Oven Cleaner is a new cleaner which efficiently cleans burnt fat and other
dirt from ovens. The product has been designed using the new Softcare technology,
and it is efficient and environmentally friendly.
Volume: 500 ML
EAN 6416977715177

FIREPLACE GLASS AND SOOT CLEANER 500 ML
Softcare soot cleaner for cleaning fireplace glass doors and other soot-stained
surfaces. The product has been designed using the new Softcare technology, and it is
efficient and environmentally friendly to use.
Volume: 500 ML
EAN 6416977715023

BBQ CLEANER 500 ML
Softcare BBQ Cleaner is a new cleaner which efficiently cleans burned greasy
surfaces from BBQ and grills. The product has been designed using the new Softcare
technology, and it is safe, efficient and environmentally friendly.
Volume: 500 ML
EAN 6416977715160

HOUSEHOLD
CLEANING

CRYSTAL AND GLASS CLEANER 500 ML
This ready-to-use crystal cleaner has been developed for cleaning chandeliers,
mirrors, glass and other hard surfaces. Leaves the surface shiny after treatment. The
product is environmentally-friendly.
Volume: 500 ML
EAN 6416977713616

CLEANING SPONGE
The Sponge is made of PVA which efficiently sucks in the water and dirt. The sponge
can be wrung out, leaves no lint or streaks and even cleans without detergents like
a micro-fibre. The sponge effectively collects animal hair from furniture and other
textiles. Washable.
EAN 6416977713593

POLISHING WAX 100 ML
Special polishing wax for polished painted surfaces on furniture and kitchen cabins.
The wax maintains the gloss and makes the surfaces antistatic and easy to clean.
Softcare Polishing Wax also removes small scratches from the surface.
Volume: 100 ML
EAN 6416977713609

LOW ODOUR WOOD OIL FOR INDOOR FURNITURE
250 ML
High-quality linen oil for indoor wooden surfaces and kitchen tables of all kinds of
wood. Protects against dryness and dirt. Gives a beautiful, durable finish. The dry
surface emits no harmful substances.
Volume: 250 ML
EAN 6416977712664

Oy Soft Protector Ltd. PL 100, 02761 Espoo, Finland
Tel: +358 9 887 0430 www.softcare.eu

PROFESSIONAL

TEXTILE PROTECTOR 5 L / 10 L / 200 L / 1000 L
Softcare Textile Protector gives long-lasting protection against dirt and liquids, suitable for all textile types, genuine
leather and carpets. Use airless spraying equipment. Make sure that working area is well ventilated and wear
respiratory protective equipment. Ready to use in 2 hours after treatment at room temperature.
Volume: 5 L
EAN 6416977713401

Volume: 10 L		
EAN 6416977715474

Volume: 200 L		

Volume: 1000 L

TEXTILE CLEANER 5 L / 10 L
Softcare Textile Cleaner has been developed for cleaning all kinds of furniture textiles and carpets. The cleaner is
gentle towards the textile fibres, but very efficient for cleaning all types of dirt. Easily rinsable and environmentally
safe. On very dirty surfaces let it work for 3-5 minutes.
Volume: 5 L
EAN 6416977715481

Volume: 10 L
EAN 6416977713418

ANTISTATIC 5 L / 10 L
Softcare Antistatic is an effective method to remove static electricity from fabrics, synthetic materials, plastic and
machinery. The effect lasts for a few months and lasts 2 – 3 washes. Use for clothes, interior textiles and plastic
surfaces in house and car and industry.
Volume: 5 L
EAN 6416977715467

Volume: 10 L
EAN 6416977713425

ODOUR CONTROL 5 L / 10 L
Softcare Odour Control is a high-quality product, specifically designed to effectively remove odours from textiles,
different spaces, vehicles, etc. The product removes all organic odours. A good method to use is a fogging machine.
The product is easy and safe to use and environmentally safe.
Volume: 5 L
EAN 6416977715511

Volume: 10 L
EAN 6416977715528

MOULD, MOSS AND ROOF CLEANER 5 L / 10 L
Softcare Mould, Moss and Roof Cleaner has been designed for cleaning surfaces covered even with difficult mould
and moss. It cleans various garden fences, roofs and stone structures and is also suitable for indoor use. On difficult
cases let it work for 10-20 minutes moist. Environmentally friendly.
Volume: 5 L
EAN 6416977715566

Volume: 10 L
EAN 6416977715559

POWER WASH CONCENTRATE 5 L / 10 L
Softcare Power Wash is a unique new product for all hard surfaces to be used everywhere where such cleaning is
necessary. Removes effectively all greasy and other difficult dirt. The product has been designed by using the new
Softcare technology, and it is safe for users, efficient and environmentally safe.
Volume: 5 L
EAN 6416977715580

Volume: 10 L
EAN 6416977715719

BALCONY CLEANER 5 L
Softcare Balcony Cleaner has been designed for cleaning surfaces covered even with difficult dirt. Balcony Cleaner
cleans various structures and items on balconies and outdoor facilities. The product is based on the Softcare
technology, which is efficient and environmentally friendly.
Volume: 5 L
EAN 6416977715122

GRAFFITI REMOVER 5 L / 10 L / 200 L
The Softcare Graffiti Remover is a completely new kind of solvent-free and efficient water based cleaner for
removing graffiti and other smudges. The product is based on completely new Softcare technology, which is
efficient and biodegradable. Only for professional use.
Volume: 5 L
EAN 6416977715689

Volume: 10 L		
EAN 6416977715535

Volume: 200 L

PAINT REMOVER 5 L
Softcare Paint Remover has been specially designed for removing solvent-based paints. The product is based on the
completely new, solvent-free and efficient Softcare technology. The product is water based.
Volume: 5 L
EAN 6416977715641

PROFESSIONAL

STONE PROTECTOR 5 L / 10 L
Softcare Stone Protector is suitable for all natural stones, concrete and grout between the tiles in bathrooms
and kitchens. Keeps stone floors and surfaces easy to maintain. Does not change the surface’s appearance,
environmentally safe.
Volume: 5 L
EAN 6416977715498

Volume: 10 L
EAN 6416977715504

STONE CLEANER 5 L / 10 L
Softcare Stone Cleaner is designed for cleaning dirt and other difficult greasy stains from stone and tile surfaces.
Removes tough stains effectively. Suitable for all stone surfaces. Biodegradable and safe new Softcare technology.
Volume: 5 L
EAN 6416977715757

Volume: 10 L
EAN 6416977715764

BATHROOM CLEANER 5 L / 10 L
Softcare Bathroom cleaner is a new generation effective cleaner for all bathroom and toilet surfaces. Cleans
effectively lime and other typical dirt without spoiling surfaces or joints of the tiles. The product is based on the
completely new, efficient Softcare technology.
Volume: 5 L
EAN 6416977715573

Volume: 10 L
EAN 6416977715771

FIREPLACE GLASS AND SOOT CLEANER 5 L
Softcare soot cleaner for cleaning fireplace glass doors and other soot-stained stone surfaces. A product that
keeps its promise! The product has been designed using the new Softcare technology, and it is efficient and
environmentally friendly to use.
Volume: 5 L
EAN 6416977715658

LATEX PAINTBRUSH CLEANER 5 L
Softcare Latex Paint Brush Cleaner makes it easy for you to clean brushes with dried latex paint. It dissolves latex
paint brushes and rollers really well. The product has been designed by using the new Softcare technology, and it is
water based, efficient and environmentally friendly.
Volume: 5 L
EAN 6416977715665

URETHANE REMOVER 5 L
Softcare Urethane Remover is a new, efficient remover for urethane stains. The product has been designed by using
the new Softcare technology, and it is safe, efficient and environmentally friendly. It is water-based.
Volume: 5 L
EAN 6416977715542

GLASS PROTECTOR 5 L / 10 L
Softcare Glass Protector is a special product to protect sandblasted and acid treated glass surfaces. It prevents
effectively fingerprints and other dirt or liquids to mark or effect on the surface and makes it easy to clean and
maintain.
Volume: 5 L
EAN 6416977715443

Volume: 10 L
EAN 6416977715450

DETERGENT FOR WORK CLOTHES 2 L / 5 L / 10 L
Softcare Detergent for Work Clothes is designed for washing work clothes and other smell absorbing clothes and
textiles. The detergent efficiently removes tough stains and unpleasant odours. The detergent is environmentally
friendly and suitable for sensitive skin. You can wash up to 60 washes out of 2 liters in 7 kg machine.
Volume: 2 L
EAN 6416977715092

Volume: 5 L		
EAN 6416977715597

Volume: 10 L
EAN 6416977 715603

Oy Soft Protector Ltd. PL 100, 02761 Espoo, Finland
Tel: +358 9 887 0430 www.softcare.eu

PET CARE

ODOUR CONTROL 300 ML
Softcare Odour Control is a useful and effective odour eliminator for homes with pets.
It removes odours and unpleasant pet smells from furniture, carpets, equipment
and room space. This is new generation product which not only covers the smell,
but breaks it down. Effective for all organic odours. It can be used eg. for accessories,
sleeping platforms, car textiles and agility halls. Absolutely harmless to pets. Long
lasting and easy to use.
Volume: 300 ML
EAN 6416977716150

ACCESSORY PROTECTOR 500 ML
Softcare Accessory protector is an effective protection for a variety of pet accessories.
Can be successfully used for pets apparels and leather straps, beds and horse saddlery
and outdoor clothing. It prevents wetting and soiling. The product does not change
the feel of the material nor colour, but provides effective protection.
Volume: 500 ML
EAN 6416977716082

CONDITIONER FOR FUR 250 ML
Softcare Conditioner for fur removes static electricity and makes animal hair shiny
and easy to brush. Easy to use, wash and add the conditioner and rinse. It is safe
for animals without sulfate and scent or other harmful ingredients. The product is
environmentally safe.
Volume: 250 ML
EAN 6416977716105

PET CARE

SPRAY FOR FUR 250 ML
Softcare Spray for Fur makes brushing easy and gives the fur a nice shiny outlook and
removes static electricity. The product is suitable for all types of animal hair and helps
to keep that in good condition. It is safe for animals without sulfate and scent or other
harmful ingredients. The product is environmentally safe.
Volume: 250 ML
EAN 6416977716112

SHAMPOO FOR ANIMALS 250 ML
Softcare Shampoo for Animals is a gentle and safe, sulfate free shampoo for washing
animal furs. Suitable for all animals. The product does not contain fragrances or
colourants. Easy to use. Just wet the fur and lay the shampoo and wash. Rinse finally
well and put Softcare condition when necessary. It is environmentally friendly.
Volume: 250 ML
EAN 6416977716099

ANIMAL ROOM POWER WASH 500 ML / 2 L
Specially developed for cleaning of animal facilities and equipment as well as
removing stains. Spray or spread on the surface, let work for a minute or two
and wash away and rinse the surface. It does not harm washable surfaces and is
environmentally safe, biodegradable, safe for the user and animals.
Volume: 500 ML			
EAN 6416977713548		

Volume: 2 L
EAN 6416977715320

Oy Soft Protector Ltd. PL 100, 02761 Espoo, Finland
Tel: +358 9 887 0430 www.softcare.eu

Oy Soft Protector Ltd is a private-owned company in Finland, founded in 1991. The headquarters are located
in Espoo, Finland. Our business is developing, producing and marketing of protecting, cleaning and specialty
products for consumer and professional use. We are widely known for our high-quality innovative products
and our registered Softcare® brand represents environmental friendly, safe to use and high quality
products. The company works globally. Our core products are Softcare® protective and other special
cleaning products that are well known all over the Nordic countries. In Finland, our market share in
furniture business is over 80 %.
Our product series is constantly under development. We have products for protecting and
cleaning of all kinds of surfaces from textiles and leather even to glass and stone. Our odour
eliminators, antistatic and cleaning products from homes to building sites and factories are
all of highest quality and safe to use. We follow the ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 standards in
all aspects of our business
We are working globally and have production facilities in Finland and China
in addition to some subcontractors. We export to more than 25 countries.
Our company operates for more than 25 years. You will find yourself most
welcome to be our customer!

OY SOFT PROTECTOR LTD.
PL 100, 02761 ESPOO, FINLAND
TEL: +358 9 887 0430
WWW.SOFTCARE.EU

